Integrated Engineering
A xiomatic design offers a systematic and orderly way to proceed through the software development process. The methodology ensures that developers make the best possible design decisions by providing decision-making criteria in the form of two axioms:
• The independence axiom suggests that the best designs maintain the independence of the functional requirements, ensuring that the design can achieve each function without inadvertently affecting any other function.
• The information axiom suggests that the best designs minimize their information content. Thus, the solution with the greatest likelihood of success is the simplest solution.
Software developers can
• determine the quality of the design based upon the degree to which it satisfies the defined functional requirements;
• ensure that the design satisfies each function independently and that coupling, which could cause unintended consequences, does not occur; • enjoy easier job assignment and team management because they can use the system architecture diagram to assign tasks and define the interrelationships between various modules or classes; and • handle software change orders quickly and easily because the system architecture identifies the modules affected by a change.
Axiomatic design lets the developer document the design fully, making it easier to change or add extensions.
HOW IT WORKS
Chronologically, axiomatic design begins with a thorough investigation of customer attributes to discover customers' needs. Developers note these needs, then determine the design's functional requirements (FRs) by answering the question, "What must this design do to satisfy our customers' needs?" Developers determine the answers and record the results as FRs in the left column of a design matrix.
Across the top of the matrix, developers record the design parameters (DPs)Ñ physical solutions that satisfy each functional requirement. More than one design parameter may satisfy a particular function, but the information axiom will help determine the best solution. Developers may indicate a relationship between the functional requirement and the design parameter with an X in the matrix or with an equation. The matrix lets the developer check that each design parameter satisfies only one functional requirement. Developers decompose the design, working through each part to determine the subfunctional requirements and subdesign parameters of their previous design decisions until they've completed the entire design.
The V-shaped diagram in Figure 1 shows the axiomatic development process for software. Some software development tools begin at the bottom of the V with module definition, giving little attention to top-down conceptual design. Axiomatic development pushes the development team to define the problem explicitly, envisioning the entire design before writing the first line of code.
ACCLARO CASE STUDY
The Acclaro design software is the first implementation of a software package using axiomatic design principles. We developed it as an axiomatic design tool that will help developers apply axiomatic design techniques to their software projects. Our software's development provides a case study in the benefits of applying axiomatic design to object-oriented programming. Testing the Acclaro software took only 10 percent of the software's development time-one measure of this project's success. The Acclaro design software's development offers a case study of axiomatic design's effectiveness.
Integrated Engineering also let us seamlessly combine the code generated by external developers who worked in parallel with the main development team. Acclaro guides the developer through the axiomatic design process, documenting the design, decisions, and rationale. The software assists in the design analysis and offers recommendations for creating the best possible designs. Acclaro also links to existing development tools, aids communication between development team members, and provides information that can make project management easier. Acclaro is a multiuser, platform-independent application that captures extensive design details and performs complex matrix manipulations.
Using axiomatic design methods, Acclaro's developers began the design process by stating their task in terms of what the software must accomplish at the highest level. Acclaro's highest level functional requirement was "to help developers succeed with software design." As the developers describe each functional requirement, they must find design parameters to satisfy that requirement, then choose the one DP most likely to provide a feasible solution. In the case of Acclaro, the highest level DP was "create axiomatic design software."
Developers must also determine if there are any constraints on the functional requirement that they must consider in the decision process. For Acclaro, a high-level constraint was that the software remain "independent of the operating system" so that it was portable. Developers then defined the next level of functional requirements and selected associated DPs. In Table 1 , the P in the leftmost column represents the parent level; the items in the numbered rows below it represent Acclaro's highest level sub-FRs and sub-DPs.
The developers continue this process from the system level down to individual modules in increasingly specific detail. They describe the functional requirements and associated DPs for the entire software system until they decompose the design into manageable pieces.
The design matrix lets developers track this decomposition, helping to ensure that design parameters satisfy the functional requirements and are not coupled. Figure 2 shows a portion of the design matrix from a fourth-level branch of Acclaro.
Acclaro defines software modules by function. Developers can precisely define modules as FR leaves and can ensure that each module performs its function without unintentionally affecting other functions.
Derived from the design matrix, the system architecture tells developers the sequence for creating operations and modules in the software. Figure 3 shows the corresponding system architecture section for the design matrix section shown in Figure 2 . The Xs in the matrix section, which represent specific functions, determine the system architecture's form. The topmost FRs and DPs are called parents. Axiomatic design assigns a number to the first level that further defines the parent level. A sub-FR or sub-DP of this level acquires an additional number. For example, FR11, FR12, and FR13 are all sub-FRs of FR1. Within the next layer are modules and affects only the functional requirement it is matched to satisfy. Module 114123, however, is decoupled because it is impacted by modules 114121 and 114122, as captured by the off-diagonal terms that fall under DP114121 and DP114122. As long as module 114123 follows modules 114121 and 114122, it compensates for the impact of the offdiagonal terms on 114123. Following Integrated Engineering these rules, developers must make decisions about module 114123 only after making those for modules 114121 and 114122. Thus the system architecture serves as a graphical representation of the matrix: It gives the order in which to make design decisions and indicates how those decisions will impact other design functions.
The parts of the software system represented by the matrix's diagonal terms are the software's core functions and should be developed in order, from left to right down the diagonal. Off-diagonal terms represent other relationships that developers should consider in developing software, but they do not represent core functions. The matrix helps the developers establish and organize these relationships. DP leaves can each represent attributes, methods, or arguments of a specific class. One or two levels up, the DPs can also be defined as a class combining the leaves below, depending on how the developer has broken down the design. Once developers define the classes, they can define their attributes and operations. Next, they can create interfaces by establishing relationships between objects and operations, using the design matrices created earlier.
O ur development of Acclaro showed us that axiomatic design is a powerful tool for creating new designs. Developers can also use this methodology to decompose existing designs, create a system architecture drawing, and diagnose problems. We've already begun work on a new version of Acclaro with features geared specifically to software developers.y 
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